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As one of the fastest growing and
wealthiest capitals in Western Europe,
Oslo is a thriving and diverse city.
Steeped in rich architectural history
and overlaid with modern and cuttingedge design, Oslo offers residents and
visitors a unique retail and cultural
experience.
With a quarter of Norway's population living in Greater
Oslo, historically high population growth is expected to
continue with an increase of 31% by 2040. When
combined with an ever-increasing volume of international
tourists, the potential customer base presents an
attractive opportunity for international retailers looking to
break into the Norwegian market.
The population of Oslo and it's immediate neighbour
county Akershus, account for a quarter of the total
Norwegian population. This captive audience of 1.25
million people possess some of the highest disposable
income in Europe – EUR 27,000 (249,000 NOK) per
capita.
Oslo is a retail capital on the rise. The city is seeing a
rapid influx of international brands vying for limited space
within the coveted central shopping district. International
high-end stores already located in Oslo include; Louis
Vuitton, Balenciaga, Saint Laurent, Hermes, Burberry,
Gucci, Bottega Veneta, Hugo Boss, Michael Kors, Isabel
Marant, Kate Spade, Marc Jacobs. The calibre of these
brands, aligned with key high street names such as H&M,
Zara, Nike, Foot Locker and Massimo Dutti reflect the
quality of retail environment in Norway.

OSLO
OVERVIEW

FACTS ABOUT CITY
The population of Greater Oslo is 975,744; population
growth over the next 10 years is expected to be 14%
25% of retail sales are generated in Oslo
Annual footfall along Karl Johans gate is 13 million
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OSLO
KEY RETAIL STREETS & AREAS

KARL JOHANS GATE

BOGSTADVEIEN

Karl Johans gate is Oslo’s main street and takes you from
the central station to the royal castle. The retail scene
varies from tourist shops, mainstream shopping and high
street brands such as H&M, Zara, Nike, Foot Locker,
Dressman, Lindex and McDonalds. There is also a 5*
Grand Hotel, Eger Department store and Paleet
Department store that cater for the more high-end
consumer and tourist.

Bogstadveien situated slightly further from the city centre,
caters for the more upmarket shopper. Bogstadveien /
Hegdehaugsveien is forming one of the top high street
shopping areas, with more than 300 shops and
restaurants. Along the street are flagship stores for the
likes of Zara, H&M, Joe & The Juice, Brandy Melville,
Samsonite, Marimekko, COS, Ganni, Massimo Dutti, as
well as small exclusive boutiques, such as Aiayu and
IlPantheon. A diverse offering of food & beverage
operators ranging from coffee shops to high end
restaurants are also located here.

FASHION DISTRICT/ PROMENADEN
Promenaden is situated in the prime retail area of central
Oslo. The district represents Oslo’s most valuable retail
and commercial properties within the city delivering an
exclusive experience for fashion lovers and shoppers. It
takes in seven iconic streets and two high end department
stores (Steen & Strøm and Eger Shopping Gallery) and
offers the best of Oslo’s international luxury flagship and
independent stores. There are 5* hotels and fin-dining
restaurants nearby in a setting with major historical and
architectural landmarks. Luxury brands such as Hermes,
Louis Vuitton, Gucci, Bottega Veneta, Burberry, Saint
Laurent, Moncler, Michael Kors and Jimmy Choo are
located in the fashion district.

BYPORTEN
Byporten Shopping is next to Oslo Central Station (Oslo
S). It includes around 60 shops, a Scandic Hotel and
Norway’s largest Egon Restaurant.
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AKER BRYGGE / TJUVHOLMEN
Aker Brygge/ Tjuvholmen is a popular business and tourist
destination with approximately 13 million visitors per year,
providing a combination of cultural activities, a large
shopping centre (Aker Brygge Kjøpesenter), many
restaurants and also high-end residential properties. The
area has seen a flurry of refurbishment and up scaling, in
addition to a wider seaside promenade and a pier, which
proves direct access to the Oslo fjord.

GRUNERLØKKA
The Grünerløkka district is within walking distance of
downtown Oslo, and is the most rapidly growing borough
in Oslo with an expected population growth of 27% up to
2040. The area is known for its boutiques with original
design and many vintage and second-hand stores. The
most attractive areas are Thorvald Meyers gate and
Markveien. This is a popular destination for tourists and
are often referred to as the ultimate cool streets of Oslo.
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OSLO
MARKET OVERVIEW

KEY AREAS / STREETS

CONSUMER PROFILE

MAJOR RETAILERS PRESENT

TYPICAL RENT FOR
UNIT OF 200 SQM

RANGE OF UNIT
SIZES

Karl Johans gate

Locals, tourists

Zara, H&M, Aldo, Gina Tricot, Varner Group
brands

NOK 20,000/ sqm/ year

60-4,000 sqm

Bogstadveien

Locals

H&M, Monsoon, Benetton, Zara, Moods of
Norway, Lacoste

NOK 8,000/ sqm/ year

60-1,500 sqm

Akersgatan

Locals, tourists

Louis Vuitton

NOK 10,000/ sqm/ year

150-300 sqm

Byporten

Mass market

G-Star, The Body Shop, Mexx, Lush,
Benetton, BR Toys, Game Stop

NOK 4,000/ sqm/ year

50-250 sqm

Oslo City

Young, mass market

Accessorize, Bik Bok, Carlings, Clas Ohlson,
H&M, Lindex, Vero Moda

NOK 8,000/ sqm/ year

50-400 sqm

Aker Brygge

Locals, tourists

Tiger of Sweden, Benetton, H&M, Gant, MCS
Marlboro Classics, Ecco, Din Sko

NOK 8,000/ sqm/ year

50-5,000 sqm
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OSLO
SHOPPING CENTRES

OSLO CITY

SANDVIKA STORSENTER

Oslo City shopping mall was opened in 1988 and is today
the most visited shopping centre in Norway, with more
than 90 shops and restaurants. Oslo City is located in the
centre of Oslo, just across the street from Oslo central
station, Oslo bus terminal and bus, tram and metro links at
Jerbanetorget. The centre offers a wide selection retailers
selling clothes, shoes, music, electronics, interior/
furnishings, kitchenware, cosmetics, groceries and much
more. Services include a hairdresser, pharmacy, tailor,
medical centre, cash points and shoe repairs.

Sandvika Storsenter is one of the largest shopping
centres in Norway, with 200 stores and eateries across 8
different floors. The centre is located in Sandvika (Oslo
Greater) and is 15 minutes by car from Oslo city centre.
The centre has 2,500 parking spaces and offers 3 hours
parking to its visitors. The train and bus station in
Sandvika is approximately 3 minutes away from the
centre. Sandvika Storsenter has a wide retail mix with a
particularly good depth in fields of fashion, sport,
electronics, homes, children and health/ wellbeing.

STRØMMEN STORSENTER

STOVNER KJØPESENTER

The shopping centre is located 15 km north of Oslo
centrum. It has 200 stores distributed over 68,000 sqm. It
has approximately 5.5 million visitors per year and a
turnover of NOK 3,159 million per year. It has an attractive
offering of niche stores and mainstream retail, and caters
to a wide range of customers. Since the refurbishment in
2015, the centre has outperformed many smaller
shopping centres in the catchment area.

Stovner Senter is centrally located at the top of
Groruddalen, Oslo. The centre was recently (2017)
refurbished and appears as a modern and efficient retail
destination. The centre serves as a meeting point for a
large catchment area, with public transportation directly
linked to the scheme. One of very few centres in the
Nordic with a metro stop below the centre, connecting
approximately 6,000 travellers from the Oslo region every
day. The centre has an appealing tenant mix with the
opportunity for providing something for all types of
customers.

NORWEGIAN OUTLET – VESTBY
Vestby Outlet is located 30 minutes outside of Oslo, and is
the best performing outlet village in the Nordics. The outlet
has a unique market position and is the only outlet village
of its size in Norway. Norwegian Outlet has a large share
of sport/ outdoor brands compared to other outlets in
Europe. The majority of the outlet’s customers are
Norwegian consumers. Tenants in Norwegian Outlet
include Brandstad, Follestadm Hagløfs, Helly Hansen,
Hugo Boss, Diesel, Nike, Norrøna, Tommy Hilfiger,
Guess, Seasport and Calvin Klein.
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DEVELOPMENT TO WATCH OUT FOR
ØKERN SENTER
Total Scheme Size

158,000 sqm

- Retail

45,000 sqm (155 stores)

Planned Opening Date

2020

Consumer Profile

Family orientated

Owner

Steen & Strøm and
Storebrand

ABOUT THE DEVELOPMENT
A large mix-use development project in the Hovin area
of Oslo (northeast of the city city). The planned scheme
is to include a new shopping centre, housing and
offices, as well as a wide range of leisure facilities
including a waterpark, cinema and many restaurants.

OSLO
NEW DEVELOPMENT
WATCH
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OSLO
FOOD & BEVERAGE

There are food and beverage outlets
to suit all tastes and budgets in Oslo.
Norway has some of the world’s
finest chefs, and several of them are
found in restaurant kitchens in Oslo.
Norway’s Michelin rated restaurants
are all situated in or near Oslo.
Tjuvholmen: a recently developed area close to Aker
Brygge, housing financial institutions and law firms. It is
the destination for modern architecture, art and high-end
dining. During summer it is a vibrant place for food, drinks
and leisure, located directly at the waterfront. It is also
home to one of few urban beaches. Five-star hotel ‘The
Thief’ is located here.
Aker Brygge: the old docklands area recently underwent a
large renovation. A financial district (part of CBD) and a
popular destination for tourists, Aker Brygge attracts F&B
concepts such as TGIF's and Starbucks, as well as local
high quality pizza and burgers restaurants.

The fashion district and the city centre: this area is
dominated by fast-food restaurants and cafes, with the
exception of a few high-end restaurants. Sections of the
high street are more developed in terms of F&B, with a
range of new concepts opening.
Vulkan/ Grunerløkka: the former blue collar district, this
area has emerged as Oslo’s "Greenwich Village". It has
high footfall and is a lively area throughout the week. F&B
operators are mostly small-scale, local operators serving
high quality food in low key surroundings. In 2012
‘Mathallen’ - a local food market opened, and is home to
niche bars and restaurants.
Oslo West/ Majorstua: a high-end residential area with
smaller, high quality, neighbourhood restaurants.
Barcode/ Gamle Oslo: The new landmark of Oslo,
Barcode is an ambitious developing project of office
buildings, apartments and retail. The opera house, and
the new Munch Museum (soon to be developed) makes
this area popular with tourists. A hypermodern and
emerging part of Oslo, with a variety of F&B concepts.
Three star Michelin restaurant Maemo is located here.

Vika: (part of CBD) has been recently renovated, now
offering a diverse selection of F&B operators. The social
eating concept Ett Bord is located here, as well as Oslo’s
only omakase restaurant, Genki. To cater to the
thousands of professionals working here, a variety of
breakfast/ lunch offerings are located in Vika.
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OSLO
FOOD & BEVERAGE MARKET OVERVIEW
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KEY AREAS

CONSUMER
PROFILE

FOOD & BEVERAGE OPERATORS

RENT FOR 350
SQM UNIT

Aker Brygge

Tourist to high end

Asia, Ling Ling, Olivia, Friday’s, Escalon, Albert
Bistro, Mr Bay, Delicatessen, Pink Elephant, Bølgen &
Moi, Døgnvill

NOK 3000 –
7500/ sqm/ year

City Centre

Full range

Hard Rock Cafe, Grand Cafe, Olivia, Theatercafen,
Araktaka, Amundsen Bryggeri & Spiseri, Sentralen,
Christiania

NOK 5000 –
15 000/ sqm/ year

Grünerløkka

Young, trendy

Mathallen, Kamai, Funky Fresh Foods, SudØst,
Døgnvill, Fru Hagen, Parkteateret, Villa Paradiso,
Mucho Mas, Freddy Fuego, Lucky Bird,
Kaffebrenneriet

NOK 3000 –
7000/ sqm/ year

Majorstuen

Usually quite wealthy,
all ages groups

Tataki, Kverneriet, Gate of India, Sushi & Wok, Bon
Lio, Kaffebrenneriet, Gandhi, Villa Paradiso

NOK 5000 –
7000/ sqm/ year

Grønland

Young, on a budget

Ali Baba, Olympen, Dattera til Hagen, Punjab
Tandoori, Vino Veritas

NOK 2000 –
5000/ sqm/ year

Holmenkollen

Wealthy, families

Holmenkollen restaurant, Holmenkollen Park Hotell,
Jonoe Sushi, United Bakeries

N/A

Torggata

Young, on a budget

Taco Republica, Nemesis, Lille Saigon, Illegal Burger,
Arakataka, Grilleriet, Hells Kitchen, Troys Burger,
Crow Bar, Himkok bar, Brugata landhandleri

NOK 3000 –
7000/ sqm/ year
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OSLO
RETAIL WAREHOUSING/ BIG-BOX RETAIL

ALNABRU
Alnabru is a big-box shopping centre with an excellent
location, situated next to one of the main access roads
into and out of Oslo. The location is a former logistics
facility that was converted into a big-box shopping centre
in 1994-96. This scheme includes retailers offering
building materials, furniture, home and interiors, sports
and electronics.

RETAIL WAREHOUSE/
BIG-BOX RETAIL

CONSUMER
PROFILE

RETAILERS
PRESENT

F&B AND LEISURE
TENANTS

Alnabru

Families, mass market

Elkjøp, Skeidar, XXL,
IKEA, Amøbler, Biltema,
Maxbo and Meny

McDonalds, Serrano's
Bodega
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MARIT E. JENSEN

Head of Retail Services
Cushman & Wakefield Realkapital
Munkedamsveien 35
Box 1921 Vika, N-0125
Oslo, Norway
Tel: +47 23 11 68 68
Mob: +47 99268611
marit.elisabeth.jensen@cwrealkapital.com

WE ARE

LEADING
INNOVATING

TRUSTED
EXPERTS
ONE TEAM
CLIENT FIRST
CREATING OPPORTUNITIES

GLOBAL
No warranty or representation, express or implied, is made to the accuracy or
completeness of the information contained herein, and the same is submitted
subject to errors, omissions, change of price, rental or other conditions, withdrawal
without notice, and to any special listing conditions imposed by our principals.
© 2018 Cushman & Wakefield LLP. All rights reserved.
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